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President Trump America’s Life and Death Battle Against the 

Pilgrim Society’s Anglo-American Intelligence Network 

Two-Part of Interview between Sarah Westall and Harley Schlanger - December 16, 2019 – (with comments 

and citations for further background support drawn from Kid Atlas research)  

Part II:  Coup Plotters Want War Not Peace 

 Interview breakdown (38 minutes):   

Sarah Westall writes…Harley Schlanger (author of the 
outstanding 2013 article, JFK VS. The Empire1) rejoins the 
program to break down the incredible developments 
occurring in the United States and around the world.  
 
 

Video Timeline: 
 
03:00  If President Trump was to be successfully removed from office, the U.S. would move from a 
Presidential system to a parliamentary system where the largest party controls the Presidency and the 
President is nothing more than a figure head.  This is a battle of a republic vs. a democracy. 

04:00  The American public historically might have been able to identify good Presidents from bad ones 
but now the mass media is totally on the side of the coup plotters… Fortunately, the American people are 
proving themselves not to be that manipulable and stupid.  Humanity is now waking up all around the 
world.  Look at what is happening in United Kingdom, Germany and France.  
 
06:00  How does a Republic work?  A Republic has to take into consideration the interests of its people. 
Instead, the Pilgrim Society has pushed confusion and chaos on society where we now have up to one 
hundred different sexes, youth of hopelessness…a minimum of 22 veterans are committing suicide a day 
in the U.S.  We once had a “physical” economy which was second to none where the American worker 
was the most productive in the world because he was educated...he had optimism and was a natural 
problem solver.  Today China is turning out the scientists and engineers (problem solvers) and while the 
Pilgrim Society has transformed American into their military arm…taking over countries and destroying 
everything as oppose to rebuilding our own infrastructure and focusing on our citizens. 

 08:38 Remember that is what Trump said in the 2016.  He asked why we are spending 7 trillion dollars 
on these endless wars that are only destroying those countries, killing their people, killing our people and 
draining our funds that should be going into education, health care and infrastructure and that’s why 
Trump was elected!   

 

10:30 Pelosi has a satanic mind.   She does not care about people…she is protecting private interests of 
the liberal billionaires and the multimillionaires (the Pilgrim Society members) who fund the Democratic 

                                                            
1 Kid Atlas, Condor, 2019, page 35   plus 208 other JFK, Kennedy references throughout working manuscript. 
 



Party…they are bringing down a President because they do not want a change in policy.  The Ukraine 
route is not working for Pelosi, so she had returned to Russia.  Pelosi asserts all roads lead to Putin and so 
she’s part Russia-phobic inside the beltway swamp people who need the war—need the enemy to be able 
to pursue the policies that they want. 

This was not the first time a U.S. President when against the Swamp’s policy that Russian is the 
world’s designated bad guy. Since the Pilgrim Society incited the Bolshevik Revolution in 19172 
and killing 66 million of its citizens, the criminal Cabal had been repositioning Russia to become 
the bogie man of the world for the balance of the 20th century.  They could not allow V.P. Henry 
Wallace to screw up all their efforts by possibly bringing peace to the world as the next U.S. 
president.  
 

12:00  The people on Wall Street are terrified that if Trump comes out of this impeachment hearing 
stronger, which he may well be, and the democrats may be digging themselves a grave, then he’ll not 
only win in 2020 but the Republicans will sweep the House again.  Wall Street is afraid that Trump will 
go all the way against this old paradigm including throwing out the Federal Reserve…including putting 
these zombie corporations through bankruptcy reorganization.  We must work with Russia and China 
from a position of strength.   

15:00  President Trump has wisely taken this fight out into the open.  Trump thinks about mutually 
beneficial results for all as oppose to the Pilgrim Society’s “I win at all cost”.   Trump thinks how we get 
a common benefit whereas the Pilgrim Society believes any solution which eliminates eight billion souls 
from the planet is the ultimate solution.  

16:00  Those who presently control the swamp still believe they can get away with anything they want 
because they report to the City of London and Britain.  The George Soros, the Jeff Bezos and the Bill 
Gates have been enriched through the City of London by being allowed business models which should 
have been illegal if we truly had a free enterprise system.  

18:00  Why is the City of London so critical to the Pilgrim Society?  The reasons are discussed.  

1) Offshore banking which is totally unregulated.  There is a building in the Cayman Islands that has 
47,000 corporations listed at one address. 

2) British intelligence was built up over several centuries around the financial operations and this is 
why Sir William Stephenson is discussed.  This is why we have to look at people like Christopher 
Steel and Sir Richard Dearlove who was Steele’s boss who was the real author of the dossier that 
got the United States into the Iraq War that President Bush used to claim Saddam had weapons of 
mass destruction.  

 

19:00  The City of London lamented the waning strength of the Western World, namely American brawn 
and British brains…and if Trump gets a second term, this special relationship will be dead.  What we are 
really talking about is the European bankers that have been looting and destroying the European economy 
and doing the same in the United States.  These bankers have been looting the productive sectors to  
sustain economic bubbles and then getting the Fed to pump more money in which is just devaluating your 
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savings, your pensions, your income while the members of the Pilgrim Society are living the life of Riley.  
This is what Eisenhower meant by the military-industrial complex and they use the military to destroy 
any nation that might get out of line.  Whether it’s Gaddafi who is trying to build up his own country. At 
one moment in time Gaddafi’s people were the wealthiest in Africa 
and the best off.  They built water systems, built universities which 
were free to its citizens, they promoted women…and what did we do? 

Hillary said it best…We came…We saw…We killed him.  We 
proceeded to destroy their waterways and their infrastructure. We took 
Gaddafi’s military weapons to arm the local terrorists in the Middle 
East. 

21:40 We are now learning through John Solomon that President 
Obama, Biden and the Democratic party has been treating Ukraine as 
if it is the candy store.  This returns us to Part I of the interview where 
we discussed the Russia/Ukraine story between 1991 and 2013. Many 
Americans became wealthy by working with Ukrainian oligarchs. Trump is trying to get us out of these 
financial raids on other nations while the Pilgrim Society is trying to impeach Trump to keep us endlessly 
in these foreign entanglements.  The Pilgrim Society, who is pressing for the impeachment…is the war 
party…the speculation and swindle party.  They are the same groups of people pushing the climate 
change austerity program seeking to shut down our advanced industry.    

23:30 They (the Pilgrim Society) have to be defeated and the only way to do it is through a mobilization 
of the American people. 

24:00 What is the purpose of NATO?  NATO was to counter the Cold War build-up of the Warsaw 
Pack…but there is no longer any Warsaw Pact! 

28:00 President Trump has been brilliant in exposing America’s enemies whereas President Kennedy 
made the mistake of not informing the public of the deadly battle he had been waging with the Pilgrim 
Society’s swamp.  JFK didn’t name them publicly and when they decided to execute him the public could 
be fooled.  Not so with President Trump.  He is namely them publicly. 

29:30 President Trump’s challenge is the likely sabotage of the financial markets by the central bankers in 
hopes of defeating him in 2020.   There isn’t one Democratic candidate who isn’t a phony.  They and their 
allies (the banksters and media) cannot be trusted.    

33:00  Has President Trump prepared to block a financial attack on the stock market between now and the 
first quarter of 2020?  We will not have long to wait. 

35-38 How to contact Harley Schlanger and follow his work. 

 

End of Part II  
 


